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A Grandfather explains the various scales of the CID’s Scale Display to his Grandson at the 2019 Great
Train Show in Indianapolis on February 3, 2019.
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mation on their websites.

Speaking of websites, have you check out the Kansas
City convention clinics on the NMRA site? I am
slowly watching them as I do projects at my work
bench. It keeps me from talking to myself or at least
arguing.

Hello CID Model Railroaders,
This edition of the ”Super’s RR” will be like the previous issues more raving and a lot less ranting. After all what is not to like about model railroading.
The following is what I am raving about in this edition.

So keep it on the rails.
Dan Hinel
CID Superintendent
PS: Not enough time or space to fully rant about the
winter weather.

First, I want to rave about my Christmas and my
very close relationship with Santa Claus. That guy
really knows how good I was for a large portion of
last year. He sent me everything on my order list
and didn’t even take a chance that my model railroad
must haves would be delayed Christmas night, sent
everything FedEx or USPS. So remember it pays to
be nice all year long and if you make a new model
railroad friend you will be put on the very nice list.
Ok, I have been working hard to fulfill several of my
2019 New Year Resolutions. First, I attended several great train shows which provide me the opportunity to continue to meet a lot of great fellow model
railroaders (Best part of the hobby by far). Have you
noticed people wearing the blue CID name wallets?
It is a lot easier to meet people and yes also remember their names. I have also attended great clinics
and visited/attended multiple truly enjoyable op sessions. I have seen so many great ideas that I might
have to hire someone just to keep a record. However, the best way is to say I forgot so I can operate on
the layouts again (Hint Hint).

THE ENGINE “ESCAPE”
by John Robert Coy

Historically and currently, there is this firmly entrenched mindset and belief that every model railroad, in any scale, must circle or loop, which isn't
true. Circling track is the polar opposite of prototype
railroads which go from one point to the next.

In addition, these loops and circles of track on model
railroad layouts require a fairly good amount of
space, often extending far out into rooms away from
walls. Space is always an issue for model railroaders
and a common complaint and/or excuse for not having a layout.
What would be an alternative to using space-hogging
loops of track? In addition, what would be an idea
for a realistic model railroad track arrangement in a
relatively small area?

Enough about me, what about you? Did you make
your 2019 resolutions and what is your plan to keeping them? May I suggest that you write them down,
post them on the train room wall and tell your model
railroad friends so they can help keep you accountable. If you are still struggling and need help or suggestions why not look for guidance from resources
like your fellow model railroaders, attend CID Modelers Meet March 16, 2019, CID Spring layout tour
(Avon Area) April 6, 2019, MWR & Thousand
Lakes Regional Joint Convention May 17-19, 2019,
or surf the web at the NMRA/MWR/CID web pages.
Also, don’t forget that our fellow MWR divisions
have a lot of activities as well and also post infor-

A fantastic option and answer to both of these questions involves the seldom seen or used: engine
“escape.” The use of an engine “escape” by far
requires less width and intrusion into the space of
any room versus any loop of track in any scale!
A layout that is designed for an engine escape could
be set-up very realistically as a point-to-point track
arrangement. Very few layout planners seemingly
(Continued on page 8)
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– Division Schedule –

CID Spring Layout Tour - April 6, 2019 - Indy west side
Indy Spring Train Show ̶ April 13, 2019 ̶ Indianapolis, IN (Franklin Show last year)
Manual High School, 2405 South Madison Ave., Indianapolis, IN
Dealer Show & Meet – 10am to 3pm
Admission: $3:00 per Adult / $5.00 per Family
Operating layouts, vendors, door prizes, contests, food and free parking
Dealer Tables - $16.00 for 8’ table
For more information or tables: Mike Roder ick at (317) 833-3556 or www.cidnmra.org
Late Spring Modelers Meet - May 4, 2019 - Plainfield, IN

St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutheran Church, 1001 Concord Rd., Plainfield, IN.
Hours will be our regular 10A to 3P. The presentation for the meet will be on –
Modeling Roadways – given by Keith Clark.
Bring something with you that you’d like to share with others.
For more information: Steve Studley (812) 876-9726
Carmel Library Train Show – November 2, 2019 – Carmel, IN
Operating Layouts & Circus Displays (No vendors)
10am to 3pm—Admission is FREE
For more information: Jim Shellhaas at (317) 750-4834
Danville Train Meet – November 16, 2019 – Danville, IN
Hendricks County Fair Grounds, Danville, Indiana
Dealer Show & Meet – 10am to 3pm - Admission $3.00 per Person/$5.00 per Family
Operating layouts, vendors, door prizes, contests, food and free parking
Dealer Tables - $16.00 for 8’ table (Table request forms available at cidnmra.org)
For more information: Keith Clar k at (812) 876-6799 or gtwfan@bluemarble.net

– Extra Board –
Naptown & White River Model RR Club – June 15, 2019 – Indianapolis, IN
Layout Open House , 1115 McDougal St. ,Indianapolis, IN
Free Admission
Saturday, 10 am to 3 pm
See www.naptownrr.org for map and directions
For more information: Steve Handley at (317) 786-8627 or naptownmrr@gmail.com

NMRA National Convention – July 7-13 – Salt Lake City, Utah / http://www.nmr a2019slc.or g/
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Taking a Layout Apart!

The next step is taking everything else apart. If
you decided to give up saving your track this is your
next step. Hopefully you will remember or will be
able to figure out where any sections of your layout
were joined together or if were fastened to the wall.
I used all Phillips head drywall screws to assemble
my layout so having a battery powered drill or
screwdriver will really help now. This is also one
stage of the process where having some additional
help or manpower will be very useful. Some layout
sections may be small, but some may be 6 or even 8
feet long depending on how you built things. Depending on the size of your layout, you may also
need the resources of a trash dumpster or a way to
get rid of the lumber from your layout. I want to say
that I am a fierce advocate for recycling and reusing
things and in fact I was able to save some lumber
from a previous layout that did find a home in my
current layout, but so many pieces of lumber will
have notches and holes that make reusing them a
challenge. One strategy for saving things here will
be if you can reuse some sections of this layout in
your new layout.

Part Two

I’m going to jump back to elaborate on an important strategy regarding your locomotives and rolling stock. I would encourage you to develop an inventory of your model trains. This should be an inventory of your locomotives, rolling stock, structures, vehicles, and accessories. If you can create an
inventory you will have a better feel for what your
collection is worth and if you were to sell it to a dealer, you will have a better idea of what to expect. I
know of at least 2 model train dealers who occasionally buy model train collections and I know that they
are fair-minded folks. But I want to remind you that
you can only expect to get pennies on the dollar. If
you have an inventory of your trains though it will
also help a dealer to know what they are buying.
Now back to taking the layout down. We’ve removed the locomotives, the rolling stock, the structures, vehicles, electronics and scenery. It is now
time to take the layout apart. The first thing to start
with will be your track. I’m sure that at this stage
you will be thinking about how much you spent on
the track, and switches. If your track work was carefully and properly installed there is a very strong
possibility that you will not be able to remove it with
damaging these components. You can try to save
your track but don’t count on being able to use this
track again unless you are using an entire section of a
layout. But I’m going to make a couple of suggestions here to give you your best shot at a clean track
removal. For a start try to remember where you
made your electrical connections, drops or electrical
supply lines. You should cut those electrical wires at
the main wire buss. When you lift up track the wires
should come with them. If you spiked your track,
Micro Mark makes a special tool for pulling spikes
instead of installing spikes. It has a very shallow lip
at the tip of the pliers to get in the space between the
spike head and the tie. It is the Spike Removal Pliers, item # 82840. If you have installed your track
with an adhesive, you can see if a small putty knife
can work when shoved between the track/ties and the
roadbed. If you ballasted your track this will all
complicate the process and again hamper the possibility of saving things, but on the other hand, remember how great it looked!

At this point you will hopefully have a empty
room, but there may still be some signs of your layout such as backdrop paint on the wall or other scenery remnants attached to the walls. Hopefully they
can be pulled off the drywall or otherwise you may
need to replace some sections of drywall. If being
able to present the new empty space for remodeling,
you may need to secure the services of a professional
drywall installer. If you have experience in drywall
finishing and painting you can proceed with that. If
all has gone well, you may be ready to call your Real
Estate agent and tell them to come look at your home
with a clean basement space ready to be finished into
a media or game room. Horrors!!!!

If this has helped anyone, please let me know and if I
left out a really important step in the process, please
let me know and I’ll submit and addendum in another issue of the Rusty Spike.
Thomas Cain
Atsf93@comcast.net
(You can find Part One in Volume 49; Issue 1 of the
“Rusty Spike”)
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road could be immaculately detailed! That's a major
advantage of a smaller railroad vs. a larger one and
that is being able to spend much more time doing
exceptional detailing work.

(Continued from page 4)

have ever taken advantage of this rarely used yet
highly realistic and space-saving design alternative.
For those of you who may not be familiar with an
engine escape, it is a highly simplistic track arrangement whereby an engine may be uncoupled from its
consist and then has the ability to re-position itself
onto the opposite end of that very same consist.

A lot of people are envious of modelers who have
large spaces, but they may not fully understand and
appreciate that with a very large railroad it will take
years on end to complete detailing; not to mention
just performing routine maintenance. There are
many advantages to using or having a smaller space.

In the drawing below, you can see that the engine
escapes on both ends of this drawing are single
strips of track. Each single strip is connected to a
turnout that leads to a main-track and a siding. The
consist of a train would be stationed on either the
main or siding and the engine pulling the consist
would be able to use the engine escapes to connect
onto either end of the consist.

The engine “escape” is an ideal alternative for use
on a shelf layout. I would recommend purchasing
small diesel locomotive switchers, especially a 44
ton switcher, that do NOT have to be “turned” and
may be operated facing either direction. Further,
purchasing rolling stock of shorter lengths will make
any railroad in any scale appear larger and longer
than it actually is.

______ / ____________________________\______
Engine
Consist
Engine
Escape
Escape

The next time someone says they don't have space
for a layout, feel free to share this idea with them.
Too many people think you need a basement for a
model railroad and the fact of the matter is you
don't. A single shelf along the wall of a room is sufficient space. Remember the engine escape!

This very simple example-drawing could be
“stretched-out” into an around-the-walls layout with
the “escapes” being located on each “end” of the
line—across the room from one another.
A track plan for this would require approximately
one foot in width, even in O scale. A train could
travel from “Point A” to “Point B” or vise-versa.
When the engine arrived at either end, it could uncouple from the consist, re-position itself on the opposite end of that same consist, and return to its
origination point. This scheme would be ideal for a
loads/empties operational scheme!
The engine “escape” design concept is a outstanding
option for limited space! No loops required! As
written earlier in this article, people are always complaining about not having enough space for a layout.
This particular idea could easily be placed on a shelf
in any room along one, two or three walls of that
room, leaving the entire remainder of the room for
non-layout purposes, if necessary. This is truly a
fabulous space-saving idea and absolutely makes a
very efficient use of the space.
A layout like this being described could be done in
many scales! In a limited space such as this, a rail8

2019
SPECIAL FAVORITES
CONTEST
At the 2018 Danville meet, there was a special, popular-vote, Favorites Contest. The subject of the contest was the construction of a 100 scale foot X 100
scale foot display in the model scale (NO 1:1 scale)
of your choice. The CID board was happy to have
ten displays on hand and also pleased at the interest
shown by the show attendees. We’d like to thank all
the modelers who participated and remind others that
we will be having a similar, but slightly different,
contest for 2019.

Trainfest 2018 was held on November 10 and 11,
2018 at the Wisconsin State Fair Park. Every model
railroader should take the opportunity to attend an
annual Trainfest at least once in their lifetime. Sponsored by the WISE division of the NMRA, this model railroad show typically occupies an area larger
than four football fields and is filled with a large
number of national vendors and manufacturers, e.g.
Athearn, Tangent, ScaleTrains, Atlas, Yankee Dabbler, Spring Creek Model Trains as well as many
smaller hobby-related enterprises. Many of these
manufacturers use this venue to announce new products for the next year. This year Trainfest also included over 70 portable layouts of all scales as well
as 13 different historical societies. Clinics…..you
like clinics? Both Saturday and Sunday were filled
with clinics presented by well-known personalities
from the model railroad hobby. Clinic topics ranged
from the use of JMRI to using jigs to build turnouts
to selecting an era to model to planning your future
layout. There was a clinic for all skill levels, beginner to expert. Demand was so high for some of these
clinics that they were offered on both Saturday and
Sunday. If you are into scratchbuilding, there was
an entire area (12-15 different tables) manned by
skilled builders with whom you could have an extended one on one conversation. In my opinion,
Trainfest was larger and better with a larger variety
of vendors than the Kansas City National show.

The theme will be the display of a Repurposed Railroad Car. If you were to search the internet for
“repurposed railroad car” you would find many photos of cars that were no longer serving their original
purpose, but were put to another use after their railroad life had ended. As an example, we often see
cabooses being used as offices, hotels, or lake cabins. Flat cars have often been used as bridges over
ditches or small creeks. It was once popular to see
passenger cars used as diners or extra seating at restaurants. Check out Internet sites; there are lots of
uses shown. Your challenge . . . choose one that intrigues you and design a display to illustrate the new
purpose for your railcar. Go to www.cidnmra.org for
more information and guidelines.

Upcoming CID Clinics

Trainfest has something for everyone.

CID Spring Train Show – 4/13/19
Topic to Be Determine (TBD) – by John Coy

This year, Trainfest will be held on November 9 and
10 (won’t interfere with the Carmel Train Show this
time) so mark your calendars and plan to attend.
You won’t be sorry!

CID May Modelers Meet – 5/4/19

St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutheran Church, 1001 Concord Rd., Plainfield,
IN.
Modeling Roadways – by Keith Clark
How to create realistic roads for your layout plus a
look at other possible techniques.

Go to https://www.trainfest.com for more information

Please visit the CID Webpage at CIDNMRA.org for continuing updates and information on upcoming clinics. NOTE:
New topics ideas and presenters are always welcome. Please
contact Bill Schoonmaker at b.schoonmaker@comcast.net to
contribute in sharing your knowledge and experience with others of our great hobby.

From the workbench,
Jim Shellhaas
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some bit of information that will increase your modeling skills. Plus, we have a good time at the meet.
You may bring your lunch with you or there are
several restaurants within 12 minutes of the church.
Some of us will be staying in the church during
lunch. If you bring your lunch, you’ll have somebody to chat with. And if you go out, those of us
remaining in the church will keep an eye on your
models, so they will be safe. We’d like to see you
there. Remind your friends about the CID Modelers
Meets. Load up a car and attend.

The CID’s next Modelers Meet will be held on Saturday, May 4, 2019. We’ll meet on the west side of
Indianapolis at St. Stephen’s Evangelical Lutheran
Church, 1001 Concord Rd., Plainfield, IN.
Hours for the meet will be our regular 10A to 3P.

Steve Studley
sastudley@comcast.net

The theme for the meet will be Scenic Elements for
your layout.
The presentation for the meet – Modeling Roadways – will be given by Keith Clark.
Scenic elements abound in the prototype world. In
previous Modelers Meets we have learned about
basic scenery and cast rockwork for mountainous
scenery. Now it is time to link these areas together
with some roads. Come learn about the techniques
Keith uses to produce roadways for his model
world.
Attendance at Modelers Meets is free to ALL
NMRA members, but if you have a non-member
modeler friend who would like to attend, bring him
or her along. Non-members are limited to one visit,
though. To attend future Modelers Meets, we do
expect the modeler to join the NMRA. Attendance
at this free meet is a direct benefit of your membership. Attend, increase your modeling skillset, and
get acquainted with other Central Indiana modelers.

Upcoming CID Board Meetings

Bring a model with you that you’d like to share with
others. Remember, even though we have a theme,
the item you bring does not need to be specifically
about the same subject. It is okay to bring any modeling item. And it doesn’t need to be completed. If
there is an interesting technique that you’ve found
works well for you, come to the meet, bring an example with you, and share it with the rest of us.

Date:

April 28, 2019

Location:

Indianapolis Marion County Library
Wayne Branch Library
198 S. Girls School Road
Indianapolis, IN

Time:

1:30 PM

Date:

June 2, 2019

Location:

Madison County History Museum
615 West First Street
Madison, IN 47250

Time:

12:00 PM

CID members are welcome and encouraged to attend.
Board members can confirm location and date.

In the past, we’ve had many modelers wonder if
they should attend, the answer to that is “Yes”. Regardless of the level of your skillset, come to the
meet and we can almost guarantee you will learn

Rusty Spike Vol. 49 No. 2
© Copyright 2019
Central Indiana Division,
Midwest Region, N.M.R.A.
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